<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>CONTENTS</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **School is in** | **Reading:** Beat the clock  
**Listening:** Azores islands rock!  
**Speaking:** Best summer holiday  
**Writing:** a postcard  
**Lexis and Grammar:** Present Simple and Present Continuous Past Simple | 1st term ± 39 |
| **Studying abroad** | **Reading:** Exchange students  
**Listening:** Studying abroad  
**Speaking:** A weekend trip, Interview for a teen magazine  
**Writing:** Letter to your host family,  
**Lexis and Grammar:** Studying abroad, Exchange and volunteer Programme Airport travelling Past Continuous | |
| **Volunteering** | **Reading:** Teens take action  
**Listening:** Goodwill Ambassador  
**Speaking:** Helping out is cool!  
**Writing:** Volunteer application  
**Lexis and Grammar:** Volunteer work and organisations Giving back Connectors | |
| **Do you understand tech talk?** | **Reading:** Teens and Social Media Tools  
**Listening:** The VlogBrothers, The rise of "selfies"  
**Speaking:** Describing a tech classroom  
**Writing:** A blog post – My favourite social media: Instagram  
**Lexis and Grammar:** Tech talk New tech words Present Perfect Present Perfect / Past Simple | |
| **Tech Teens** | **Reading:** Switching off screens  
**Listening:** What will the future bring to classrooms?  
**Speaking:** High-tech schools – yes or no?  
**Writing:** A day in the life of a teen in 2030  
**Lexis and Grammar:** Technology now and in the future Relative Pronouns | |
| Healthy Teens | Reading: Meet the food fighters  
Listening: Aimee: a survivor’s story  
Speaking: On the phone  
Lexis and Grammar: Healthy and unhealthy lifestyles  
Health problems  
Past Perfect |
|---|---|
| How cool are you with you? | Reading: Teens and body image  
Listening: Colbie Caillat’s interview – Less Photoshop  
Speaking: Are videogames sports? Have teens become sports-crazy?  
Lexis and Grammar: Body image and exercising  
Conditional sentences |
| Part-time jobs | Reading: Teens and part-time jobs  
Speaking: For or against part-time jobs for teens  
Listening: Before they were famous  
Lexis and Grammar: Part-time jobs;  
Teens’ work;  
Reported Speech: statements. |
| Teens and work | Reading: Careers so cool…you didn’t even know they existed!  
Speaking: Job interview  
Listening: Jobs of the future  
Lexis and Grammar: Future jobs and careers, applying for a job  
Reported Speech: questions orders, requests, warnings, advices or invitations |
| Future jobs and careers | Reading: Viewing marathon  
Listening: Live smart!  
Have alcohol and smoking – free fun  
Speaking: Are kids and teens screen addicts?  
Writing: Can teens have fun without alcohol?  
Lexis and Grammar: Teens’ addictions;  
Verbs + to infinitive  
Verbs + -ing form. |
| Teens’ addictions | Reading: It’s a teen’s world  
Listening: Tweeting nice  
Speaking: What makes a BFF?  
Writing: An argumentative essay  
Lexis and Grammar: The world of teenagers  
Connectors  
Question tags |
| Teenage years | Reading: View of the world  
Listening: Tweeting nice  
Speaking: What makes a BFF?  
Writing: An argumentative essay  
Lexis and Grammar: The world of teenagers  
Connectors  
Question tags |
| Celebrations | Halloween  
Christmas  
Groundhog Day  
Pancake Day |